


Exploring Meanings





MANAGING
IMPULSIVITY

“DON’T CALL OUT
IN ASSEMBLY IF
YOU LOOSE A

TOOTH.  YOU WAIT
UNTIL ASSEMBLY 

IS OVER.”
GAGE, GRADE 1

Clip





Expanding Capacities









Increasing alertness





Extending Values



SELF-REFLECTION

üWhat am I learning?
üHow am I learning?
üWhy am I learning?
üWho am I becoming?

Linda Bacta, Winnetka, 
IL



Example from Berlin



What does it mean for 
students?

Opportunities for Learning Coaching Language used to 
develop the habit

The student will be able to...
● Participate thoughtfully in a 

reciprocal relationship
● Recognize the need to 

extend thinking by reaching 
out to others

● work together cooperatively 
to make one product

● Receive critical feedback
● Disagree and at times make 

changes
● Learn from the ideas of 

others and incorporate 
those ideas in one product

● Schoology
● Google docs
● Centers
● Learning Stations
● Social Engagement within 

academic tasks
● Responsive Classroom
● Readers and Writers 

Workshop
● Math Workshop
● Project Based Learning
● Team work

“How could you use what she 
said to change what you are 
doing?”

“In what ways did Sarah’s idea 
change how you were 
thinking?”

(Paired with listening with understanding and empathy in K-3; also paired with Thinking Flexibly in 4- 5)

Question for consideration : Are we engaging students in tasks that require them to think with each other? Do we observe students being willing to listen to
one another and be influenced by the other’s opinions?
The nature of the task determines how much students are thinking interdependently.  If the task moves toward a single, right answer, it is less likely that
they will be thinking interdependently.  
When they are challenged with a problem in which the answer is not immediately apparent, then there is a greater chance for thinking interdependently.



What does it look like? What does it sound like?

K-1 Paired with listening with understanding 
and empathy
I can… 
● Work with others to solve a problem
● work together to help  others achieve 

their goals
● Give and receive feedback to help 

improve our work
● I can explain my thinking and listen to 

others’ thinking
● Share materials so that we can all work 

together

When you solve the problem of how to read together 
to give meaning to the text.
Example:“You read this page, then I’ll read the next 
page.” or “Let’s read chorally!”

“You wrote 2 + 2 is 5, but I think it’s 4.”
“Ok… I think you’re right.” because...

Turn taking in conversations… Who is the talker? Who 
is the listener?

Writing: Self/peer evaluation
“I can show you how I solved the problem.”
● Individuality preserved but bigger picture seen.



Building Commitment



ASSESSING 
GROWTH IN
METACOGNITION
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Examine the Enduring Understandings 
and Essential Questions

In what ways might you use these to 
help students actively reflect on the 
values of the habits?


